OGRINES
ANKAMA’s points-for-services
trade system

The new Ogrines system will revolutionise your trades,

services and Kamas, and is a gateway that will facilitate
your life as a gamer and let you manage your DOFUS,
Wakfu, and Dofus-Arena accounts with extraordinary
ease!

It is also an opportunity to fight against Kama farmers,

and while we’re at it, to give you something completely
new: subscription where you want, when you want!

B

ut before that happens, we’d like to explain how to
use Ogrines in more detail...
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What are Ogrines?

This

points system is available throughout the entire Ankama
universe (DOFUS, Dofus-Arena, Wakfu, etc.) and has been designed to
enhance ease-of-play, limit Kama farming and enable the most skilled
players to treat themselves to free services and subscriptions!

How?

Thanks in part to trading on Market Places, present in all
Ankama games!
But that’s not all, when we talk about ease of play, we’re talking about the
services that will be offered through Ogrines: changing the colour of your
character, their gender, name, and even the opportunity to create more
characters! It also encourages the safe exchange of Kamas.

Through Ogrines you’ll gain access to exclusive services
and subscription time.
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-

Ogrines… why?

To be able to trade with ease...
The Market Places are integrated at very
different levels depending on the game, but all
have very important commonalities:
All game items exchanged are provided
by the players.
All gains in Ogrines are for the players’
benefit, without any fee.
Prices are not constrained and
transactions are anonymous.
Once exchanged, Ogrines are «linked»
to the account to limit all forms of speculation.

... and benefit freely and legally from services that
would otherwise have to be paid for!
With Ogrines we’re inventing the concept of «Free pay to
play»: the more players play, the more they trade Ogrines,
and so the more they can treat themselves to services and
subscriptions... for free !
This may sound strange, but we strongly believe that the
more people there are who benefit from Ogrines, the
better things will be. And if they get them for free because
they are good players, then so much the better!
The more people there are who buy subscriptions, the
stronger the communities will get, and the larger they will
become through dedicated players. Another advantage:
the more players who trade Ogrines, the more difficult life
will be for Kama farmers; if we have to choose, we prefer
real people to bots working for illegal networks!

For a unified Ankama universe
Suitable for all Ankama games, Ogrines bring the Ankama universe together. For example, they allow a
gifted DOFUS player to accumulate Ogrines so that they will be able to use them at a later date to pay for their
Wakfu subscription, or boosters on Dofus-Arena.
Another example: a player who wants to stop playing one of the games (DOFUS or Wakfu) to focus on the other
can convert their subscription.
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List of services available
through Ogrines
You’ll find a list of services available through Ogrines below (this list is

of course subject to change):

In DOFUS
-

Change your character’s gender (2,800 Ogrines)

-

Change your character’s name (2,800 Ogrines)

-

Change your character’s colours (700 Ogrines)

-

Add a character slot to your account (6,000 Ogrines)

-

Subscribe to DOFUS (from 700 to 36,000 Ogrines)

In DOFUS-ARENA
-

Sale of Kard booster packs

In WAKFU
-

Services similar to those in DOFUS but specific to the Wakfu universe

-

Subscribe to Wakfu

On Ankama.com and Ankama Editions:
-

Be patient… we’ve got several surprises planned!
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But how do I get Ogrines?
There are 4 ways:

Buying them: on Ankama websites, proceed in the same way as
you would when subscribing. Choose an amount of Ogrines and a payment
method, and your account is immediately credited with the corresponding
amount of Ogrines as well as Gift Points..
Trading them: in-game, on the Market Places.
Converting them: when you acquire a Service, and uniquely at that
moment, you can convert part of your DOFUS subscription into Ogrines (see
below).
As a free gift: during events or special promotions, Ankama might
give you Ogrines for free! Of course, that won’t be the case every day!

And how do they work?
When you buy Ogrines, they are immediately available to be used
towards subscription, services or on Market Places (such as the Kama
Exchange).
However, certain “high-risk” accounts and transactions will have to
wait until Support has validated the payment. During this time, the Ogrines
will be linked to the player’s account and can be used for subscription and
services that do not involve other players.
In this case, Ogrines are only linked for a certain number of
days (like subscription gifts for example), which varies according to your
payment method.
Ogrines that are bought on a Kama Exchange are
permanently linked to the account that receives them. They cannot be used
on Market Places, but will work quite happily for subscription or services
throughout the Ankama universe!
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It is true that there’s an expiry date?
Yes, and if Ogrines aren’t used before that date then they will be lost! The

validity period is determined by the amount of Ogrines acquired (excluding
bonuses) on this basis:

(Amount of Ogrines/100) + 60 days

So if you buy 3000 Ogrines, you’ll have 3000 divided by 100 (30 days), plus
60 days = 90 days total validity.

As for Ogrines obtained in Market Places; regardless of their quantity, they
are valid for 90 days.

Automatic conversion
When you want to enable a DOFUS service, but you do not have enough

Ogrines on your account, we will automatically offer to convert part of your
DOFUS subscription so you can acquire the service desired. This is what we
call automatic conversion.
- Each day of unused DOFUS subscription has a value of 100 Ogrines once converted.
- In addition to the Ogrines on your account, we can convert your DOFUS
subscription by blocks of 7 days to best reach the price of the desired service.
- Ogrines converted in this way but not used during acquisition of the
service will be added to your account and can be used with other Ogrines.
- Once the transaction is validated, the amount of Ogrines on your account
will increase and the number of remaining days of DOFUS subscription will
decrease.
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Account management
Once you’ve got your Ogrines, you find all the essential information in your
account pages:
- Your total amount of Ogrines
- Their expiry date
- Limits on usage (linked or not)
- A history with your expenditure and purchases in Ogrines
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Market Places (MKP):
Kama, Ogrine and Kard Exchanges

Market Places (called MKPs) are places where players come to exchange
Ogrines in 3 ways:

- Kama Exchange
- Ogrine Exchange
- Kard Exchange

They allow a player to exchange Ogrines with another player against
Kamas or Kards.

The details of the exchange are freely determined by the players. Any
player, even non-subscribers, can use the MKP. They are available directly
in game.

Be sure to check the current value of Ogrines before
completing any transaction!
Compare the current and previous day’s prices,
to see if the exchange is worth it or not.

Kama and Ogrine Exchanges
Exchanges are the best and most effective places to exchange Kamas
against Ogrines and vice versa (find the icon in your navigation menu).
1. Click the button in-game at any time.
2. Depending on what you need, choose between: «Buy Kamas»,
«Sell Kamas», «Buy Ogrines» and «Sell Ogrines.
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To buy

There are several ways to go:
Offers tailored to your budget
allow you to immediately take advantage of offers available according to the
number of Kamas or Ogrines you have at any given time. Choose the conditions
that suit you. Simple and effective: you receive your Kamas or Ogrines in just a
few clicks!

Quick buy - Kamas or Ogrines:
the fastest way to find the offer that suits you best. Fill in one of the two
fields: «You want» or «Ogrines/Kamas to be paid”. In the first case, enter
the number of Kamas/Ogrines you want, in the second, enter the amount
of Ogrines/Kamas you’re willing to spend. The closest offer available will be
automatically selected from the Stock Exchange.

All offers
You can view and compare all bids and purchase the exact number of Kamas (or Ogrines) you want. This is THE best way to take control of all aspects of your transactions.
Select an offer: each bid has a price, expressed in number of Kamas per
Ogrine.
Checking the current value of Ogrines is your best reference point when
seeing whether an offer is good or bad.
For example: if the current rate is 10 to 1 Kamas Ogrines, 20 Kamas for 1 Ogrines will be
a very good price, while 1 to 1 Kama Ogrines be very bad.
Enter the amount of Kamas or Ogrines you want. The cost of Ogrines and
Kamas is automatically updated.
You cannot ask for more Kamas/Ogrines, that are available in the offer.
When you validate the offer, and if you have enough Ogrines to pay,
the Kamas (or Ogrines) will be sent to your bank (or Ogrine) account
immediately!
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Selling

You can also sell Kamas for Ogrines (in order to pay for subscription, for

example) or sell Ogrines to earn Kamas. For this you must create an offer.
Creating an offer is done in 3 steps:
1.
2.
3.

Choose whether you want to sell Kamas or Ogrines.
Enter the number of Kamas/Ogrines or you want to sell.
Set the rate of your offer, always expressed in Kamas per Ogrines.
For example: I’m offering 20 Kamas per Ogrine, I want 20 Kamas per Ogrine.

The outcome of any deal is calculated in real time.

Once your offer is ready, click Add my offer, then confirm.

That’s it! Your offer is added to the Kama Exchange (or the Ogrine

Exchange as the case may be) alongside all those who are offering the same
rate as you. All you do then is wait until another player decides to buy them
from you.

A Kama offer remains valid for 48 hours. If someone does not respond
within that time, you’ll get all your Kamas back... and you can put them
right back on the Kama Exchange... Next time, maybe you should sell
them a little cheaper!

Other Info

In the interest of all players communities, we evaluated the optimal
number of Ogrines that one person could have at a time:
Maximum of Ogrines per account: 180, 000 Ogrines
Maximum purchase over 30 days: 150, 000 Ogrines
Maximum purchase over 7 days: 60, 000 Ogrines

Ogrines obtained in the Market Places are also counted as
«purchases»
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And the next Gift section?
Your Gift section will come into its own with the arrival of Ogrines! In fact,
each time you buy Ogrines, you will receive a number of «Gift Points».

These points are redeemable on your Gift section where you’ll find the usual
gift subscription (summons, soul eaters, Livitinems), but you’ll also have
exclusive access to a selection of rare gifts! These gifts will be available in
limited quantities and will evolve to follow updates to the Gift section!

And we’re planning even more treats in the future... for every purchase you
make through Ankama (Shop, Convention, etc.), you’ll receive Gift Points
in return. We will keep you up to speed with developments to this loyalty
system...

There you have it! ...
I hope we’ve answered all your questions about Ogrines... we’ll be handing
out degrees to all those who’ve managed to get their head around it!
If you’re still unsure about any aspect of the system, please visit the forum
and post your questions/read more: http://ogrine.dofus.com/en

Happy gaming!
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